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In this paper, the author presents a new method for iteratively flnding a real solution of
an arbitrary system of nonlinear algebraic equations, where the system can be overdeter-
mined or underdetermined and its Jacobian matrix can be of any (positive) rank. When
the number of equations is equal to the number of variables and the Jacobian matrix of
the system is nonsingular, the method is similar to the well-known Newton’s method.
The method is a hybrid symbolic-numerical method, in that we utilize some ex-
tended procedures from classical computer algebra together with ideas and algorithmic
techniques from numerical computation, namely Newton’s method and pseudoinverse
matrices. First the symbolic techniques are used to transform an arbitrary system of
algebraic equations into a set of regular systems. By regular system we mean a system
whose Jacobian matrix is of full row rank. Newton-like numerical techniques are then
used to flnd a real solution for each regular system obtained from the symbolic part of
the method.
The method has a wide range of applicability. It is especially useful for applications
in which we need to flnd some particular solutions from a nonzero-dimensional manifold
of real solutions of a system of equations, i.e. the system has inflnitely many solutions.
We flnd some mild conditions for the asymptotic convergence of the numerical part
of our method. We prove that the asymptotic convergence of the new method is still
quadratic while the robustness of the numerical part can be enhanced by techniques
like damping as in the regular case. The method has been implemented in Maple and
Mathematica. Several examples are presented to show that the method works nicely.
c° 1998 Academic Press
1. Introduction
In this paper, we are interested in methods for flnding a real solution of an arbitrary
system of nonlinear algebraic equations
F : Rk ! Rh;
where the system can be overdetermined or underdetermined and its Jacobian matrix
can be of any (positive) rank. The system F may have inflnitely many solutions, i.e. the
manifold or algebraic set fx : F (x) = 0g is of positive dimension.
The problem arises in several contexts. For example, in computer aided geometric
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design (CAGD), visualization and solid modeling, approximation and representation of
the intersection of surfaces is a fundamental and di–cult problem. In order to trace
the intersection, one needs to flnd a real point on the intersection as a starting point.
Moreover, the intersection is usually a composition of several separated components.
Therefore, one needs to flnd a real point on each component of the intersection. The
problem of flnding the starting points is di–cult if not open (see Bajaj et al. (1988),
Barnhill and Kersey (1990), Patrikalakis and Prakash (1990), Kriezis and Patrikalakis
(1991), Kriezis et al. (1992)). The problem also arises in approximation of solutions of
nonlinear boundary-value problems for nonlinear ordinary or partial difierential equations
by flnite difierences (see Rabinowtiz (1970)).
Remember that when F (x) and x are vectors of the same dimension (i.e. h = k), and
the Jacobian matrix of the system is nonsingular everywhere, Newton’s method (see, for
example, Isaacson and Keller (1966), Atkinson (1978)) or inexact Newton’s method (see,
for example, Dembo et al. (1982), Eisenstat and Walker (1996)) are well-known methods
for flnding a real solution of the system.
Unfortunately, when F (x) and x have difierent dimensions, Newton’s methods cannot
be applied because the Jacobian matrix is singular or even nonsquare. Moreover, with
Newton’s methods or any other traditional methods for flnding a real solution of a system
of nonlinear algebraic equations, we cannot flnd a solution for each irreducible component
of the solution set corresponding to the irreducible decomposition of the solution set. In
this paper, we propose a hybrid symbolic-numeric method which can be applied to these
cases as well. The key ideas of our method are:
(1) We use symbolic techniques (described in Section 2) to regularize an arbitrary sys-
tem of nonlinear algebraic equations obtaining a set of regular systems of algebraic
equations whose solution set is corresponding to an irreducible component of the
solution set of the original system.
(2) We then use Newton-like techniques (described in Section 3) to flnd a real solution
for the regular systems obtained from the symbolic part of the method.
The main contributions of the new method in this paper are: flrst, it can be used to
flnd a real solution of an arbitrary system of nonlinear algebraic equations, where the
system can be overdetermined or underdetermined and its Jacobian matrix can be of
any (positive) rank; second, it can be used to flnd a real solution for each irreducible
component of the solution set of the original system F corresponding to the irreducible
decomposition of the solution set, i.e. the radical decomposition of the ideal generated by
F ; and flnally, the method treats overdetermined systems or underdetermined systems
in the same manner | we do not need to separate them.
We consider some mild conditions for the asymptotic convergence of the numerical
part of our method. The asymptotic convergence of the numerical part of our method is
still quadratic (see Lemma 3.2) whereas that of, for example the traditional method of
steepest descent where minimization of kFk2 is used, is linear. Actually, in practice it has
been found that the convergence of the method of steepest descent is often intolerably
slow (see Broyden (1970)). Besides of that, in the new method we do not need to augment
the system of equations or its Jacobian matrix. In order to enhance the robustness of
the numerical part of the method, techniques like damping can be used as in the regular
case (see Eisenstat and Walker (1994)).
Let us demonstrate the key ideas of our method by an example. Consider the inter-
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section of four surfaces deflned by the following system of trivariate polynomials:
F =
8>>><>>>:
f1 = 27y5 + 9y4x¡ y4 + z ¡ 11xz ¡ 2xy2 ¡ 21yz + 6y3 + 18x2z;
f2 = ¡z + 3x2y ¡ y2 + x3;
f3 = ¡z + y4 + 2xz + 2xy2 ¡ 6yz + 18x2y2 ¡ 6y3;
f4 = 1467y6 ¡ 216y5 ¡ 216y3x+ 326y4 + 1944x2yz + 18y2xz ¡ 54y3z ¡ 2z+
+22xz + 4xy2 + 150yz ¡ 12y3 + 126x2z ¡ 216xyz ¡ 1467y2z ¡ 324z2:
(1)
The intersection is an algebraic set of dimension one, i.e. a space algebraic curve. Our
goal is to approximate and visualize the intersection using the tracing method. In order
to trace the intersection, one needs to flnd a real point on each irreducible components
of the intersection as the starting points.
Since the system (1) is overdetermined and irregular, we flrst regularize the system,
obtaining a singleton set of regular systems
F1 =
‰
f11 = y
4 ¡ 3x2y + y2 ¡ x3 + 2x4;
f12 = z ¡ 3x2y + y2 ¡ x3:
(2)
We then iteratively compute a real solution by using ideas and algorithmic techniques
from numerical computation, namely Newton’s method and pseudoinverse matrices. In-
deed, we are able to flnd as many solutions as we want up to a specifled accuracy in an
arithmetic manner. For example, we can obtain the solution
[1:197 173 478 196 971 242 5; 0:920 698 251 244 081 515 82; 4:826 834 316 465 060 896 3]
from the starting point (Barnhill and Kersey, 1990; Haselgrove, 1961; Ben-Israel and
Greville, 1974) with the tolerant † = 10¡10. This example is reconsidered in Section 4.2.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we present the symbolic
techniques of our method based on Ritt’s characteristic sets to regularize an arbitrary
system of nonlinear algebraic equations obtaining a set of regular systems of algebraic
equations whose solution set is corresponding to an irreducible component of the solution
set of the original system. In Section 3, we present the numeric part of our method,
namely the extended Newton’s method, for flnding a real solution for the regular systems
obtained from the symbolic part of the method. In Section 4, we report some practical
experiments.
2. Regularization
In this section, we will utilize some extended procedures of a well-known symbolic
method, namely Ritt’s characteristic set method, to transform an irregular system of non-
linear algebraic equations into a a set of regular systems. The characteristic set method
was completely developed by J.F. Ritt in the early 1930s (see Ritt (1932, 1950)) and has
been successfully used by W.T. Wu and his followers for mechanical theorem proving
in geometry (see Wu (1984, 1994), Chou (1988)). We only give a brief summary of the
characteristic set method in this section but the users can flnd all of the missing details
in the mentioned literature. We flrst give a deflnition for regular systems.
Definition 2.1. A system of equations is called a regular system if its Jacobian matrix
has full row rank everywhere.
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It is easy to see that an algebraic system in triangular form is clearly a regular system.
We now use some symbolic techniques to regularize an arbitrary system of algebraic
equations. Naturally, one may think that the Gro˜bner bases method (Buchberger, 1965,
1985) would be a good candidate. However, for a positive-dimensional system, a Gro˜bner
basis with respect to any elimination term order may not be a triangular form. Therefore,
we cannot use the Gro˜bner bases method for regularization. Fortunately, this is not a
case if we use Ritt’s characteristic set method even though we have to modify at some
steps.
We start with some basic deflnitions.
Let K be a computable fleld and ~x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xk) be indeterminates with a total
order x1 ` x2 ` ¢ ¢ ¢ ` xk. All polynomials mentioned in this section are in K[~x] =
K[x1; x2; : : : ; xk], the ring of all polynomials with coe–cients in K.
Definition 2.2. Let f1, f2; : : : ; fh be polynomials in K[~x]. We call V(f1; f2; : : : ; fh) the
a–ne algebraic set or the zero set deflned by f1, f2; : : : ; fh where
V(f1; f2; : : : ; fh) = f(‡1; ‡2; : : : ; ‡k) 2 Kk : fi(‡1; ‡2; : : : ; ‡k) = 0; for all 1 • i • hg:
Definition 2.3. Let f 2 K[~x]. The class of f , denoted by class(f), is the largest i
such that xi occurs in f . If f 2 K, i.e. there is no variable, then class(f) = 0. If
class(f) = c > 0, we call xc, denoted by lv(f), the leading variable of f .
Definition 2.4. Consider f as a polynomial in xc, the leading variable of f , we can
write f as
anx
n
c + ¢ ¢ ¢+ a1xc + a0
where an; an¡1; : : : a0 are in K[x1; x2; : : : xc¡1], n > 0 and an 6= 0. We call an the initial
or leading coe–cient of f and n the leading degree of f , denoted as lc(f) and ld(f),
respectively.
Definition 2.5. For any variable xi 2 x1; x2; : : : xk, we can consider f as a polynomial
in xi, and write f as
bmx
m
i + ¢ ¢ ¢+ b1xi + b0
where bm; bm¡1; : : : b0 are in K[x1; : : : xi¡1; xi+1; : : : xk];m ‚ 0 and bm 6= 0. We call m
the degree of f w.r.t. xi, denoted by deg(f; xi).
The main idea here is that we will triangularize systems of nonlinear algebraic equations
by using an elementary arithmetic, namely pseudodivision. Pseudodivision, in fact, is a
generalized arithmetic for division of polynomials over any algebraic system that is a
commutative ring with identity.
Theorem 2.1. Let g and f be multivariate polynomials in K[~x] and xi be one of the
variables x1; x2; : : : xk. Suppose that deg(g; xi) ‚ deg(f; xi) > 0. We regard g and f as
polynomials in xi
g = anxni + ¢ ¢ ¢+ a1xi + a0; f = blxli + ¢ ¢ ¢+ b1xi + b0:
Then there are uniquely deflned polynomials q and r in xi such that
bn¡l+1l ¢ g = q ¢ f + r where deg(r; xi) < deg(f; xi) or r = 0: (3)
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Definition 2.6. Let K, g, f , xi, n, l be as in Theorem 2.1. Then the uniquely deflned
polynomials q(xi) and r(xi) satisfying (3) are called the pseudoquotient and pseudo-
remainder, respectively, of g(xi) with respect to f(xi) (denoted by pquot(g; f; xi) and
prem(g; f; xi)).
Definition 2.7. (Triangular Forms) Let f1; f2; : : : ; fh be a sequence of polynomi-
als in K[~x]. We call it a triangular form or a quasi-ascending chain if
† either h = 1 and f1 6= 0,
† or h > 1 and 0 < class(f1) < class(f2) < ¢ ¢ ¢ < class(fh).
In case the triangular form has the number of its polynomials to be equal to the number
of its indeterminates, we call it a strong triangular form.
Let f1, f2; : : : ; fh be a triangular form with 0 < class(f1). We deflne prem(g; f1,
f2; : : : ; fh) inductively to be prem(prem(g; fh); f1, f2; : : : ; fh¡1). Let it be R. We then
have the following important remainder formula:
Is11 : : : I
sh
h ¢ g = Q1 ¢ f1 + ¢ ¢ ¢+Qh ¢ fh +R (4)
where Ii is the initial of fi, i = 1 : : : h; s1; : : : ; sh are nonnegative integers and Q1; : : : ; Qh
are polynomials. Furthermore, deg(R; xi) < deg(fi; xi), for i = 1 : : : h, where xi = lv(fi).
Definition 2.8. (Chains) Let C = f1; f2; : : : ; fh be a triangular form of polynomi-
als in K[~x]. C is called an ascending chain if fj are reduced with respect to fi (i.e.,
deg(fj ; lv(fi)) < ld(fi)), for i < j.
We next deflne characteristic sets (more precisely, we can compute an extended char-
acteristic set of an ideal or an irreducible characteristic set for each corresponding prime
ideal of an irreducible component of the algebraic set deflned by the given ideal).
Definition 2.9. (Characteristic Sets) Let PS = ff1, f2; : : : ; fhg ‰ K[~x] be a flnite
set of polynomials, I be the ideal generated by PS and C ‰ I be an ascending chain.
† fCg is called a characteristic set of the ideal I if prem(f; C) = 0, 8f 2 I.
† fCg is called an extended characteristic set of the ideal I if prem(fi; C)
= 0, i = 1 : : : h.
Note that a characteristic set or an extended characteristic set is not unique. In fact,
fCg is a characteristic set if and only if C is a minimal ascending chain with respect to the
partial order ` on the set of all ascending chains of the ideal I. Meanwhile, an extended
characteristic set may not be a minimal ascending chain of the ideal.
The following theorem, which is due to Ritt (1950), shows that starting with a flnite
nonempty set PS of polynomials, we can regularize it to obtain a regular system CS,
which may have a bigger set of zeros. However, the zero set of the regularized system CS
is bounded by the relation (5) and relation (6).
Theorem 2.2. (Ritt) Given a flnite set PS = ff1, f2; : : : ; fhg ‰ K[~x] of polynomi-
als, there exists an algorithm which constructs, in a flnite number of steps, an extended
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characteristic set of the ideal generated by PS such that
V(CS) n V(J) µ V(PS) µ V(CS) (5)
V(PS) = (V(CS) n V(J)) [
h[
i=1
V(PSi) (6)
where Ii = lc(fi), J = I1 ¢ ¢ ¢ Ih, PSi = PS[fIig, i = 1 : : : h.
In fact, as we will point out later by Theorems 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and Theorem 3.4, we do
not need to worry about the zeros of the initials because the extended Newton’s method
computes only zeros of the closure of V(CS) n V(J), i.e. solutions of the original system
PS.
If we apply Theorem 2.2 recursively to the system PSi [CS where V(PSi)=V(PSi [CS)
and the rank of the extended characteristic set of PSi is lower than that of CS, we would
obtain, in a flnite number of steps, a sequence of extended characteristic sets CSi where
V(PS) = Si(V(CSi) n V(Ji)).
The following depth-flrst algorithm can be used to compute an extended characteris-
tic set CSi with constant initials, from a system of polynomials. In this case, we have
V(CSi) µ V(PS)
Algorithm 2.1. (Constant-Initials)
Input: A system PS of multivariate polynomials.
Output: An extended characteristic set CS of PS with constant initials, when it exists.
(1) P := [PS]; T := [ ]; S := ;;
(2) while P 6= [ ] do
(a) QS := last-element(P);
(b) P := rest(P);
(c) CS := E-Char-Set(QS);
(d) if CS = (1) then next;
(e) else
(i) S := S [ fCSg;
(ii) if all of the initials of CS are constants then
Return(CS).
(iii) else
P := concat(P, [QS[CS[fIg : I = lc(f); f 2 CS; class(I) > 0]);
(3) Return(S).
The algorithm does not need to compute all leaves of the tree of decomposition. In
fact, it terminates whenever an extended characteristic set, which has the initials to be
constants, is found. The following lemma on the termination of the algorithm is easy to
prove.
Lemma 2.1. If an extended characteristic set CSi in the tree of decomposition is minimal
then all of its initials are constants.
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However, in some applications such as CAGD, visualization, etc., where we would
like to flnd some solutions in each irreducible component of the zero set of a system
of equations, we need to compute an irreducible characteristic set for each irreducible
component of the system. We also need to compute irreducible extended characteristic
sets for checking the emptiness of a zero set. Note that it is much more e–cient to
compute an irreducible characteristic set for each irreducible component of a zero set
than to decompose the zero set into the irreducible ones (see Quoc-Nam Tran (1996)).
Given an ascending chain C, for convenience, let us change the variables such that C
can be written in the form
f1(u1; : : : ; uk¡h; x1);
f2(u1; : : : ; uk¡h; x1; x2);
: : :
fh(u1; : : : ; uk¡h; x1; : : : ; xh):
(7)
We inductively deflne irreducible ascending chains together with their extended zeros
as follows.
Definition 2.10. (Irreducible Chains) Let f1; f2; : : : ; fh be an ascending chain as
above. We call it an irreducible ascending chain together with its extended zero ‡ if
† either h = 1 and f1 as a polynomial in K(u1; : : : ; uk¡h)[x1] is irreducible, [in this
case, ‡ = (u1; : : : ; uk¡h, ‡1), where ‡1 is any zero of f1 = 0 in the algebraic closure
of K(u1; : : : ; uk¡h)];
† or h>1; f1; : : : ; fh¡1 is irreducible with an extended zero (u1; : : : ; uk¡h, ‡1; : : : ; ‡h¡1)
and „fh = fh(‡1; : : : ; ‡h¡1, xh) as a polynomial in K(u1; : : : ; uk¡h, ‡1; : : : ; ‡h¡1)[xh]
is irreducible. In this case, ‡ = (u1; : : : ; uk¡h, ‡1; : : : ; ‡h), where ‡h is any zero of
„fh = 0 in the algebraic closure of K(u1; : : : ; uk¡h, ‡1; : : : ; ‡h¡1).
The algorithm mentioned in Theorem 2.2 can be changed so that we can obtain a
sequence of irreducible extended characteristic sets of the ideal generated by PS such
that
V(PS) =
r[
i=1
(V(CS(i)) n V(J (i))) (8)
where J (i) is the product of the leading coe–cients of polynomials in CS(i).
Additionally, we have the following theorem which is also due to Ritt (1950).
Lemma 2.2. Let CS(i) be the sequence of irreducible extended characteristic sets con-
structed by applying Ritt’s algorithm to a flnite set of multivariate polynomials PS and
PD(i) = ff : prem(f;CS(i)) = 0g, for i = 1 : : : r. Then for all i, PD(i) is a prime ideal
with an irreducible characteristic set CS(i). Moreover, we have
V(CS(i)) n V(J (i)) µ V(PD(i)) µ V(CS(i)) (9)
and a decomposition of the corresponding algebraic set of PS
V(PS) =
r[
i=1
V(PD(i)); (10)
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We also have the following lemma on the dimension of a–ne ideals.
Lemma 2.3. Let K be an algebraically closed fleld and I be an ideal in K[x0, x1; : : : ; xn].
If f 2 K[x0, x1; : : : ; xn] is any nonconstant polynomial whose class in the quotient ring
K[x0, x1; : : : ; xn]=I is not a zero divisor, then
dimV(I + hfi) • dimV(I)¡ 1:
2.1. pseudoirreducible decomposition
Given an irreducible ascending chain, the difierence of the algebraic set deflned by the
ascending chain from the algebraic set deflned by the product of its initials may not be
an algebraic set. But the following theorem, which is proposed by the author, shows the
Zariski closure of the difierence.
Theorem 2.3. Let CS be an irreducible ascending chain, PD be the corresponding prime
ideal, i.e. PD = ff : prem(f , CS) = 0g, and J be the product of the initials of the
polynomials in CS. Then V(PD) is the Zariski closure of V(CS) n V(J), i.e.
V(PD) = V(CS) n V(J):
In other words, V(PD) is the smallest algebraic set containing V(CS) n V(J).
Proof. Assume that I is an ideal in K[u1, ¢ ¢ ¢, uk¡h, x1, ¢ ¢ ¢, xh] such that
V(CS) n V(J) µ V(I):
Let f be an arbitrary polynomial in I and R be the pseudoremainder of f with respect
to CS then we have
R(P ) = 0;
for all P 2 V(CS) = (V(CS) n V(J)) [ (V(CS) \ V(J)). By Lemma 2.2, R vanishes in
particular at every zero of PD. Since PD is prime, R is a polynomial in PD by Hilbert’s
Nullstellensatz and hence R(‡) = 0 where ‡ is an extended zero of CS. That means,
R · 0 and so f 2 PD. Therefore,
V(PD) µ V(I): 2
In addition to flnding the Zariski closure, by doing some more investigations into the
dimension of the algebraic sets, we even obtain a stronger result as follows.
Theorem 2.4. Let CS, PD and J be as in Theorem 2.3. Then
dim(V(PD) n (V(CS) n V(J))) • dimV(PD)¡ 1:
Proof. From Theorem 2.3,
V(PD) = V(CS) n V(J):
We will now prove that there is only a measure zero sety of points which are members of
yA measure zero set of points with respect to a set V is a set whose dimension is strictly smaller than
dimV .
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V(PD) but not V(CS) n V(J). Let P be such a point, then P 2 V(PD) and P 62 V(CS)
or P 2 V(J). But the former cannot occur, therefore,
P 2 V(PD +hJi) = V(PD +hI1 : : : Iri):
In addition, we have
V(PD +hJi) = V(PD) n (V(CS) n V(J)):
Since CS is irreducible, for all j = 1 : : : r, Ij 62 PD and then J 62 PD, where Ijs are
coe–cients of polynomials in CS. Since K[x0, x1; : : : ; xn]=PD is an integral domain, the
class of J is not zero in K[x0, x1; : : : ; xn]=PD and hence it is not a zero divisor. From
Lemma 2.3, we have
dimV(PD +hJi) • dimV(PD)¡ 1
Therefore,
dim(V(PD) n (V(CS) n V(J))) • dimV(PD)¡ 1: 2
We now introduce the concept of pseudoirreducibility. This is also a new idea of the
author’s.
Definition 2.11. Given an algebraic set V, a set of a–ne sets fdV (1); : : : ; dV (r)g is called
a pseudoirreducible decomposition of V if for all i = 1 : : : r, dV (i) coincides with V (i)
except at a measure zero set of points (i.e. a set whose dimension is strictly smaller then
dimV (i)), where V (1); : : : ; V (r) is the irreducible decomposition of V.
Note that dV (i) need not be an algebraic set.
We will state and prove the following theorem on the pseudoirreducible decomposition.
Corollary 2.1. Given a system PS of polynomials with a noncontractible sequence of
irreducible extended characteristic sets CS(1), CS(2); : : : ;CS(r). Then
(V(CS(1)) n V(J (1))); : : : ; (V(CS(r)) n V(J (r)))
is a pseudoirreducible decomposition of V(PS)
Proof. From Ritt’s theorem, we have
V(PS) =
r[
i=1
(V(CS(i)) n V(J (i))):
For all 1 • i • r, let PD(i) = ff : prem(f;CS(i)) = 0g, then PD(i) is a prime ideal and
hence V(PD(i)) is irreducible. The assertion follows Theorem 2.4.2
Corollary 2.2. Let CS, PD and J be as in Theorem 2.4. In case of a one-dimensional
algebraic set, we have only flnitely many points which are members of the irreducible com-
ponents V(PD)s but not members of the pseudoirreducible components (V(CS) n V(J))s.
Proof. The assertion follows Theorem 2.4.2
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2.2. regularization theorem
The following theorem serves as a bridge between regularization and our method for
flnding the solutions of an arbitrary system of equations.
Theorem 2.5. (Regularization Theorem) Given an irregular system PS of alge-
braic equations. Let TR = f1; : : : ; fh be a triangular form of PS obtained by Ritt’s algo-
rithm. Then the Jacobian matrix of TR has full row rank everywhere.
Proof. By applying variable substitution fxk ˆ y1; : : : ; x1 ˆ ykg to the system TR,
we obtain an upper triangular system TR0 = f 01; : : : ; f
0
h where for i = 1 : : : k, the leading
coe–cient I 0i of f
0
i with respect to yk¡c+1 is obtained from the leading coe–cient Ii of fi
with respect to xc, the leading variable of fi.
Moreover, for all i, i = 1 : : : k, the partial derivative of f 0i with respect to the leading
variable of f 0i is a multivariate polynomial and not identical to zero. Therefore, there
exist inflnitely many points, say P = (y^1; : : : ; y^k) in the a–ne space Ak(K) such that
for all i, i = 1 : : : k, the partial derivative of f 0i with respect to the leading variable of f
0
i
evaluated at P is not zero; hence, the corresponding Jacobian matrix has full row rank.2
Remark . We have a constructive way to compute such a point as a starting point for
the extended Newton’s method: (1) Assign arbitrary values to all variables except the
leading variable v such that the leading coe–cients do not vanish. Note that we might
have to do this recursively. (2) Since any univariate polynomial has only flnitely many
solutions, there is a bound for the solutions of the polynomial. We assign an arbitrary
nonzero value to v and double its value if the polynomial evaluated at the value is not
difierent from zero.
Once we have found a starting point for the extended Newton’s method, i.e. a point
where the Jacobian matrix has full row rank. Under some conditions as in Theorem 3.4,
all of the subsequent iterates of the method are still deflned with the Jacobian matrix
evaluated at those points having full row rank. That means, all of the subsequent iterates
would not be a zero of the initials of the polynomials in TR. Therefore, if the iterates
converge, then they will converge to a solution of the closure of V(CS) n V(J); and hence
a solution of PS.
3. Extending Newton’s Method
Since every irregular system will be flrst regularized using symbolic techniques in Sec-
tion 2, in this section, we can assume that the system F is regular. To deal with the norm
of a vector, we can choose any one of the norms, for example: kxk1 · max1•i•k jxij,
kxk1 ·
Pk
i=1 jxij or kxkp · p
qPk
i=1 jxijp, where p > 1. We deflne the Jacobian matrix
of F with respect to x to be the h£ k matrix:
JF (x) · J(x) ·
µ
@fi(x)
@xj
¶
; i = 1 : : : h; j = 1 : : : k: (11)
When F (x) and x are vectors of the same dimension (i.e. h = k), and with the as-
sumption that the Jacobian matrix of the system is nonsingular, i.e. det jJ(x)j 6= 0, for
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x in a closed and bounded set S, we will denote the inverse Jacobian matrix of F at x
by J¡1F (x). In this case, Newton’s method (see, for example, Isaacson and Keller (1966),
Atkinson (1978)) or inexact Newton’s method (see, for example, Dembo et al. (1982),
Eisenstat and Walker (1996)) are well-known methods for flnding a real solution of the
system. The iteration can be written in the form
x(n+1) = g(x(n)) = x(n) + s(n); (12)
where x(n) is the current approximation solution and s(n) is the Newton step ¡J¡1(x)
F (x) in an exact Newton’s method or an approximation of the Newton step satisfying
kF (x(n)) + J(x(n))s(n)k • ·(n)kF (x(n))k;
for a forcing term ·(n) 2 [0; 1) in an inexact Newton’s method.
Unfortunately, when F (x) and x have difierent dimensions, Newton’s methods cannot
be applied because the Jacobian matrix is singular or even nonsquare. Moreover, with
Newton’s methods or any other traditional methods for flnding a real solution of a system
of nonlinear algebraic equations, we cannot flnd a solution for each irreducible component
of the solution set corresponding to the irreducible decomposition of the solution set. So
far, the latter problem has been solved with the use of symbolic techniques in Section 2.
To get around the problem of a nonsquare matrix, we will use the right-inverse of the
Jacobian matrix.
Definition 3.1. A pseudoinverse of a matrix A is a matrix A+ satisfying
AA+A = A; A+AA+ = A+; (A+A)⁄ = A+A; (AA+)⁄ = AA+;
(13)
where (¢)⁄ denotes the conjugate transpose of the matrix.
We have the following theorem on the existence and uniqueness of the pseudoinverse
of a matrix (see Boullion and Odell (1971), Ben-Israel and Greville (1974) for a proof).
Theorem 3.1. For any matrix A there exists a pseudoinverse matrix A+. Moreover,
the pseudoinverse is unique.
There are several techniques for obtaining the pseudoinverse of a numerical matrix;
for example, Hestenes’ technique or Greville’s technique (see Boullion and Odell (1971)).
However, those techniques are purely numerical, i.e. they can only be applied to each
individual numerical matrix, and we have to take into account the problems of rounding
error, word length, precision of arithmetic, and so on. Moreover, when we use such tech-
niques in our iterative method for determining the solutions of a system of equations,
we have to apply the approximate process for obtaining the pseudoinverse matrix J+ at
each step of the iteration. That means, it is time consuming and has accumulated errors.
To avoid such problems, we try to flnd a structure formula and use symbolic compu-
tation in an efiort to speed up our method. We next deflne right-inverse matrices and a
structure formula known as Penrose formula.
Definition 3.2. The pseudoinverse of a matrix A is called a right-inverse of A, denoted
by A§, if A ¢A§ = I.
Note that if a matrix A has a right-inverse then it is unique.
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Lemma 3.1. Let F (x) be a system of equations and J be the Jacobian matrix of F . If
J(x) is of full row rank then J§(x) = J⁄ ¢ (J ¢ J⁄)¡1(x) is the right-inverse of J(x).
Proof. Let f ~u1, ~u2; : : : ; ~uhg be a basis of Rh. The identity B⁄ ¢ J ¢ J⁄ ¢ B = (J⁄ ¢ B)⁄¢
(J⁄ ¢ B) along with the fact that A⁄ ¢ A = 0 implies A = 0 gives us the following result:
If J ¢ J⁄ ¢B = 0 then J⁄ ¢B = 0.
Suppose that r1 ¢ J ¢ J⁄ ¢ ~u1 + ¢ ¢ ¢ + rh ¢ J ¢ J⁄ ¢ ~uh = 0 for some r1; : : : ; rh 2 R. We
will have J⁄ ¢ (r1 ¢ ~u1 + ¢ ¢ ¢ + rh ¢ ~uh) = 0 since J ¢ J⁄ ¢ (r1 ¢ ~u1 + ¢ ¢ ¢ + rh ¢ ~uh) = 0. But
rank(J⁄) = rank(J) = h, so we have r1 ¢ ~u1+¢ ¢ ¢+rh ¢ ~uh = 0 and hence, r1 = : : : = rh = 0.
As a result, J ¢J⁄ ¢ ~u1; : : : ; J ¢J⁄ ¢ ~uh are linearly independent. That means, rank(J ¢J⁄) = h.
Therefore, J§(x) = J⁄ ¢ (J ¢ J⁄)¡1(x) is the right-inverse of matrix J(x). 2
J§ is a matrix of order k £ h. Hence, we can simulate Newton’s method with the
iterative function g being deflned as
g(x) = x+ s = x¡ J§(x) ¢ F (x) = x¡ J⁄(x) ¢ (J(x) ¢ J⁄(x))¡1F (x); (14)
where g(x) and x are vectors of the same dimension k, and the step ¡J⁄(x) ¢ (J(x) ¢
J⁄(x))¡1F (x) is the solution of Js = ¡F (x) having minimal norm, i.e. the solution
which is orthogonal to the null-space of J(x).
These ideas of using pseudoinverse in order to generalize Newton’s method are not
new but have been suggested in Haselgrove (1961), Ben-Israel (1965), Ben-Israel (1966),
Fletcher (1970), Ben-Israel and Greville (1974), Quoc-Nam Tran (1994) etc. However, a
disturbing feature of those approaches is that sometimes the best least squares solution
is not exact, i.e. J+f = 0 but f 6= 0. Another interesting result on using pseudoinverse
for underdetermined systems satisfying the \Normal Flow Hypothesis" come from the
work of Walker (1990) (the author would like to thank one of the referees for pointing
this out).
Our work here (see Section 3.2) | in contrast with other approaches | in combination
with the symbolic techniques in the previous section give us a complete method for
flnding a real solution of an arbitrary system of nonlinear algebraic equations, where
the system can be overdetermined or underdetermined and its Jacobian matrix can be
of any (positive) rank. Moreover, we are able to flnd a real solution for each irreducible
component of the solution set of the original system corresponding to the irreducible
decomposition of the solution set.
3.1. main algorithm
We flnd a solution for each irreducible component of the solution set of the system F
with respect to an initial point x(0) by the following algorithm:
Algorithm 3.1. (Main)
Inputs: A function F : Rk ! Rh, an initial point x(0), a tolerance †.
Output: A real solution for each irreducible component of the solution set of F .
(1) If F is a regular system then
F = fFg
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else
regularize the system obtaining a set F = fF1; F2; : : : ; Frg of regular system.
if \1" is in the regularized system then
Return(\the system has no solution")
(2) for each regular system Fi in F , deflne
gi(x) = x¡ J§i ¢ Fi(x) = x¡ J⁄i (JiJ⁄i )¡1 ¢ Fi(x)
X := x(0);
Y := gi(X);
While kY ¡Xk ‚ † do
X := Y ;
Y := gi(X);
Return(Y ).
When the sequence fx(0); x(1); : : : ; x(n); : : :g converges to the flxed point of g, say fi in
a neighborhood of x(0), we clearly have F (fi) = 0 since F is regular (see next section for
a formal proof).
When h = k, in case J§ and J¡1 exist, we have J§ = J¡1. This means our method is
similar to Newton’s method when the system has n equations in n variables.
3.2. correctness and asymptotic convergence of the algorithm
Given an initial point x(0) = [x(0)1 ; x
(0)
2 : : : x
(0)
k ]
T , we construct a sequence:
x(n+1) = g(x(n)) (15)
where g is deflned by equation (14). Now we consider some conditions for the asymptotic
convergence of the method.
Theorem 3.2. Let g(x) satisfy
kg(x)¡ g(y)k • ‚kx¡ yk (16)
for all vectors x; y such that kx¡ x(0)k • ‰, ky ¡ x(0)k • ‰ with the Lipschitz constant,
‚, satisfying
0 • ‚ < 1: (17)
Let the initial iterate, x(0), satisfy
kg(x(0))¡ x(0)k • (1¡ ‚) ¢ ‰ (18)
Then
(i) all iterates, as in (15), satisfy
kx¡ x(0)k • ‰; (19)
(ii) the iterates converge to some vector, say fi, which is a flxed point of g;
(iii) fi is the only flxed point of g in kx¡ x(0)k • ‰.
(iv) fi is solution of F in kx¡ x(0)k • ‰.
Proof. We prove (i) by induction. Since x(1) = g(x(0)), we have by (16) and (17)
kx(1) ¡ x(0)k • (1¡ ‚) ¢ ‰ • ‰ (20)
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and hence x(1) is in the box deflned by equation (19). Assume this true for the iterates
x(1); x(2); : : : ; x(n). Then from (15)
kx(n+1) ¡ x(n)k = kg(x(n))¡ g(x(n¡1))k
and by the inductive assumption x(n) and x(n¡1) are in the box deflned by equation (19).
Thus, by equation (16), the Lipschitz condition yields
kx(n+1) ¡ x(n)k • ‚ ¢ kx(n) ¡ x(n¡1)k
• ‚2 ¢ kx(n¡1) ¡ x(n¡2)k
...
• ‚n ¢ kx(1) ¡ x(0)k (21)
• ‚n ¢ (1¡ ‚) ¢ ‰:
Here we have used equations (15) and (16) recursively and then applied equation (20).
However,
kx(n+1) ¡ x(0)k = k(x(n+1) ¡ x(n)) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ (x(1) ¡ x(0))k
• k(x(n+1) ¡ x(n))k+ ¢ ¢ ¢+ k(x(1) ¡ x(0))k
• (‚n + ‚(n¡1) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ 1)(1¡ ‚)‰ = (1¡ ‚n+1) ¢ ‰
• ‰
which completes the proof of (i).
To prove part (ii), we flrst show that the sequence fx(n)g is a Cauchy sequence. Thus,
for arbitrary positive integers m and p, we consider
kx(m) ¡ x(m+p)k = k(x(m) ¡ x(m+1)) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ (x(m+p¡1) ¡ x(m+p))k
• k(x(m) ¡ x(m+1))k+ ¢ ¢ ¢+ k(x(m+p¡1) ¡ x(m+p))k
• (‚m + ‚(m+1) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ ‚m+p¡1)(1¡ ‚)‰ (22)
• (1¡ ‚p) ¢ ‰ ¢ ‚m:
Here we have used the inequalities (21) which are valid since (i) has been proved.
Now given any † > 0, sine ‚ in 0 • ‚ < 1 is flxed, we can flnd an integer N(†) such that
‚N < †=‰. Hence kx(m)¡x(m+p)k < † for all m > N(†) and p > 0. Therefore the sequence
fx(n)g is a Cauchy sequence and has a limit, say fi, in the box deflned by equation (19),
which we denote by S.
Since the functions gi(x); i = 1 : : : k, are continuous in the box S, the sequence fg(xn)g
has the limit g(fi) and by (15) this limit must also be fi; that is fi = g(fi). Now kx(n)¡fik =
kg(x(n¡1))¡ g(fi)k • ‚ ¢ kx(n¡1) ¡ fik; hence kx(n) ¡ fik • ‚n ¢ kx(0) ¡ fik • ‰ ¢ ‚n.
For part (iii), the uniqueness, let fl be another root in S. Then, since fi and fl are both
in this box, equations (16) and (17) hold and we have, if kfi¡ flk 6= 0
kfi¡ flk = kg(fi)¡ g(fl)k • ‚ ¢ kfi¡ flk < kfi¡ flk
This contradiction implies that fi = fl.
For part (iv), it is clearly that fi is solution of F in kx ¡ x(0)k • ‰ since J is of full
row rank, and hence J⁄(JJ⁄)¡1 is of full column rank. 2
Theorem 3.2 means that if we flnd a starting point x(0) which satisfles the conditions
of the theorem, then the iterates converge to a flxed point of g. In other words, the
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convergence of the iterates in this case depends not only on the function g itself but also
on the initial iterate. In order to enhance the robustness of the numerical part of the
method, techniques like damping can be used as in the regular case (see Eisenstat and
Walker (1994)).
In practice, sometime we know in advance that the function g does have a flxed point.
With this additional condition, we can flnd less restrictive conditions on the choice of
the initial iterate.
Theorem 3.3. Let g(x) have a flxed point, say fi. Let the components gi(x) have con-
tinuous flrst partial derivatives and satisfyflflflfl@gi(x)@xj
flflflfl • ‚k ; ‚ < 1; (23)
for all x in
kx¡ fik1 • ‰: (24)
Then
(i) For any x(0) satisfying (24) all the iterates x(n) of (15) also satisfy (24).
(ii) For any x(0) satisfying (24), the iterates converge to the solution fi of x = g(x)
which is unique in (24).
Proof. For any two points x; y in (24) we have by Taylor’s theorem:
gi(x)¡ gi(y) =
kX
j=1
@gi(»(i))
@xj
¢ (xj ¡ yj); i = 1 : : : k;
where »(i) is a point on the open line segment joining x and y. Thus »(i) is in (24), and
using (23) yields
jgi(x)¡ gi(y)j •
kX
j=1
flflflfl@gi(»(i))@xj
flflflfl ¢ jxj ¡ yj j • kx¡ yk1 ¢ kX
j=1
flflflfl@gi(»(i))@xj
flflflfl
• ‚ ¢ kx¡ yk1:
Since the inequality holds for each i, we have kg(x)¡ g(y)k1 • ‚ ¢ kx¡ yk1, and thus
we have proven that g(x) is Lipschitz continuous in the domain (24) with respect to the
indicated norm. Now note that for any x(0) in (24),
kx(1) ¡ fik1 = kg(x(0))¡ g(fi)k1 • ‚ ¢ kx(0) ¡ fik1 • ‚ ¢ ‰
and so x(1) is also in (24). By an obvious induction we then have
kx(n) ¡ fik1 = kg(x(n¡1))¡ g(fi)k1 • ‚ ¢ kx(n¡1) ¡ fik1 • : : : • ‚n ¢ ‰ (25)
and hence all x(n) is also in (24). The convergence immediately follows from (25) since
‚ < 1. The uniqueness follows as in the previous theorem. 2
We have the following corollary for other norms.
Corollary 3.1. Theorem 3.3 is still true for sum-norm and p-norm.
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Proof. It is obvious for sum-norm. For p-norm, using Ho˜lder’s inequality and (23) yields
jgi(x)¡ gi(y)j •
kX
j=1
flflflfl@gi(»(i))@xj
flflflfl ¢ jxj ¡ yj j
• q
vuut kX
j=1
flflflfl@gi(»(i))@xj
flflflflq ¢ p
vuut kX
j=1
jxj ¡ yj jp
• ‚
p
p
k
¢ kx¡ ykp
where p ‚ 1, q ‚ 1, p+ q = p ¢ q.
Since the inequality holds for each i, we have
kg(x)¡ g(y)kp • p
vuut kX
i=1
µ
‚
p
p
k
¢ kx¡ ykp
¶p
• ‚ ¢ kx¡ ykp:
Other details are similar to the proof of the previous theorem. 2
From Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, we can derive some conditions for the method to converge
which depend only on properties of the original function F instead of g.
Theorem 3.4. Let the initial iterate x(0) be such that the Jacobian matrix J(x(0))
deflned in (11) has a right-inverse with norm bounded by
kJ§(x(0))k • a: (26)
Let the difierence of the flrst two iterates be bounded by
kx(1) ¡ x(0)k = kJ§(x(0)) ¢ F (x(0))k • b: (27)
Let the components of F (x) have continuous second derivatives which for all x in kx ¡
x(0)k • 2b; i; j = 1 : : : k, satisfy
kX
j0=1
flflflfl @2fi(x)@xj @xj0
flflflfl • ck : (28)
Let the Jacobian matrix J(x(n)) have a norm bound on its right-inverse (which always
exists)
kJ§(x(n))k • k(I ¡An)¡1k:kJ§(x(n¡1))k (29)
for all n = 1, 2; : : :; where An = J§(x(n¡1)) (J(x(n¡1)) ¡ J(x(n))), and therefore
J(x(n)) = J(x(n¡1)) (I ¡An).
If the constants a; b and c are such that
a ¢ b ¢ c • 1
2
; (30)
then we have the following:
(i) The iterates are uniquely deflned and lie in the \2b-sphere" around x(0):
kx(n) ¡ x(0)k • 2b:
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(ii) The iterates converge to some vectors, say limn!1 x(n) = fi, for which F (fi) = 0,
and
kx(n) ¡ fik • 2b
2n
: (31)
(All vector norms in the statement and proof of this theorem are max-norms, i.e.
kxk = maxi jxij; and matrix norms are the corresponding induced natural norm, i.e.
kAk = maxi
µPh
j=1 jaij j
¶
.)
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction. For convenience, we use the notation Jn ·
JF (x(n)) and show for all n = 0, 1, 2; : : : that
kx(n+1) ¡ x(n)k • b
2n
; (32)
kx(n+1) ¡ x(0)k • 2b; (33)
kAn+1k = kJ+n :(Jn ¡ Jn+1)k •
1
2
; (34)
kJ+n+1k •
kJ+n k
1¡ kAn+1k • 2
n+1a: (35)
From the hypotheses, it trivially follows that (32), (33) are satisfled for n = 0. Now
when (33) is established up to and including any value n then x(n+1) and x(n) are in the
2b-sphere around x(0) in which we are assured that the second derivatives of the fi(x) are
continuous. Then we can apply Taylor’s theorem to the components of Jn+1 to obtain
@fi(x(n+1))
@xj
=
@fi(x(n))
@xj
+
nX
k=1
(x(n+1)k ¡ x(n)k )
@2fi[x(n) + µi(x(n+1) ¡ x(n))]
@xj@xk
;
where 0 < µi < 1.
Since x(n+1) and x(n) are in the 2b-sphere around x(0), so is the point x(n) +µi(x(n+1)¡
x(n)), and (28) can be applied. This gives from the above
kJn+1 ¡ Jnk • c ¢ kx(n+1) ¡ x(n)k: (36)
However, at the present stage in the proof this is valid only for n = 0. But then using
this and (26), (27), (30) in (34) with n = 0 yields
kA1k • kJ+0 k ¢ kJ1 ¡ J0k • abc •
1
2
:
That means, (32){(34) have been established for n = 0.
We have that for any n, if kAn+1k < 1 then An+1 is convergent, (I ¡ An+1) is non-
singular and k(I ¡ An+1)¡1k • 11¡kAn+1k . In addition, if Jn is a matrix of rank h (i.e.
J§(x(n)) exists.) then Jn+1 is also a matrix of rank h (i.e. J§(x(n+1)) exists.). Moreover,
we have
kJ+n+1k •
kJ+n k
1¡ kAn+1k : (37)
Since (34) is valid for n = 0 we obtain kJ+1 k • 2a. That means, (35) has been verifled
for n = 0.
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Let us now make the inductive assumption that (32){(35) are valid for all n • k ¡ 1
and proceed to show that they are also valid for n = k.
Since x(k+1) = x(k) ¡ J+k F (x(k)) we have F (x(k)) = Jk ¢ (x(k) ¡ x(k+1)) and
kx(k+1) ¡ x(k)k = kJ+k ¢ F (x(k))k • kJ+k k ¢ kF (x(k))k: (38)
However, since (33) is valid for n = k ¡ 1, the point x(k) is in the 2b-sphere around x(0).
Then by Taylor’s theorem, with remainder term R,
F (x(k)) = F (x(k¡1)) + Jk¡1 ¢ [x(k) ¡ x(k¡1)] +R(x(k); x(k¡1)) = R(x(k); x(k¡1)):
Using (28), we can bound the above remainder term to yield
kF (x(k))k = max
i
flflflfl nX
j=1
nX
l=1
(x(k)j ¡ x(k¡1)j )(x(k)l ¡ x(k¡1)l )
2!
£ @
2fi
@xj@xl
[x(k¡1) + `i(x(k) ¡ x(k¡1))]
flflflfl • c2kx(k) ¡ x(k¡1)k2: (39)
Again, we have used the fact that x(k¡1) +`i(x(k)¡x(k¡1)) is in the 2b-sphere around
x(0) since x(k) and x(k¡1) are in it. Now using (39) in (38) we obtain
kx(k+1) ¡ x(k)k • c
2
kJ+k k ¢ kx(k) ¡ x(k¡1)k2 •
c
2
(2ka)
µ
b
2k¡1
¶2
=
ab2c
2k¡1
• b
2k
: (40)
Thus (32) is established. Then since
kx(k+1) ¡ x(0)k =
°°°° kX
l=0
(x(l+1) ¡ x(l))
°°°° • kX
l=0
kx(l+1) ¡ x(l)k • b
kX
l=0
1
2l
• 2b; (41)
we have also established (33). But then x(k+1) is in the 2b-sphere around x(0). This gives
kAk+1k = kJ+k ¢ (Jk ¡ Jk+1)k • kJ+k k ¢ kJk ¡ Jk+1k
• ckJ+k k ¢ kx(k+1) ¡ x(k)k • abc •
1
2
: (42)
Then using (37) with n = k yields (35), and the inductive proof of (32){(35) is complete.
Part (i) of the theorem follows directly from the above facts. The convergence of the x(n)
follows from (32) since they form a Cauchy sequence:
kx(n+m) ¡ x(n)k =
°°°°n+m¡1X
l=n
(x(l+1) ¡ x(l))
°°°° • n+m¡1X
l=n
kx(l+1) ¡ x(l)k
• b
n+m¡1X
l=n
1
2l
• b
2n¡1
: (43)
Calling the limit vector fi, we use (32), (39) and the continuity of F (x) to deduce
that kF (x(k))k • 2b2c
4k
, and limk!1 F (x(k)) = F (fi) = 0. Letting m ! 1, (43) yields
kfi¡ x(n)k • 2b2n . 2
Lemma 3.2. Under the same conditions as Theorem 3.3, the convergence of the extended
method is quadratic.
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Proof. Near a solution, say fi, equation (23) can be satisfled for some ‰ > 0. If, in
addition, @gi(fi)@xj = 0, i; j : 1 : : : n, and the second derivatives
@2gi(x)
@xj @xj0
all exist in a neigh-
borhood of the solution. Then by Taylor’s theorem
gi(x)¡ gi(fi) = 12
kX
j=1
kX
j0=1
@2gi(»i)
@xj @xj0
(xj ¡ fij)(xj0 ¡ fij0):
Now in the iteration, we flnd
kx(n) ¡ fik1 •Mkx(n¡1) ¡ fik21; (44)
where M is chosen such that
max
i;j;j0
flflflfl @2gi(x)@xj @xj0
flflflfl • 2Mk2 :
Hence, the convergence of the method is quadratic. 2
4. Practical Experiments
We have implemented the method using the language Maple and Mathematica. All
the experiments were carried out on an SGI-IRIS workstation under IRIX 5.2 with 64MB
RAM using MIPS-RISC 4000A/100MHz CPU.
4.1. finding the solutions of an underdetermined system
Given an underdetermined system F : R5 ! R3 deflned by
F =
8<: (x¡ u)
2 + (y ¡ v)2 ¡ 1;
2v(x¡ u) + 3u2(y ¡ v);
(3wu2 ¡ 1)(2wv ¡ 1):
Since the system is irregular, we flrst regularize the system, obtaining a set of two
regular systems
F1 =
8<: 3wu
2 ¡ 1;
4w2v4 ¡ 8w2v3y ¡ 4w2v2 + 4w2v2y2 + y2 ¡ 2yv + v2;
¡2wvx+ 2wvu+ v ¡ y:
and
F2 =
( 2wv ¡ 1;
¡4w2 ¡ 4wy + 4w2y2 + 1 + 36w4u4y2 ¡ 36w3u4y + 9u4w2;
6wu2y + 2x¡ 2u¡ 3u2:
The regularization step costs 1.070 s. We then iteratively compute a real solution for each
regular system by using Algorithm 3.1. Indeed, we are able to flnd as many solutions as we
want up to a specifled accuracy in an arithmetic manner. Table 1 shows some solutions of
the system. Note that by using hybrid symbolic{numerical tools, we can obtain solutions
with arbitrary precision.
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Table 1. Example 4.1.
Comp- Starting Timing Approximate solution Accuracy
onent point (s)
1 (0, 5, 5, 6, 16) 0.030 (0.275 482 735 909 350 716e-2, 0, 10.999 987 177 592 233 2, 10¡10
0, 9.999 987 177 592 233 17)
1 (5, 7, 2, 9, 12) 0.090 (2.077 636 227 093 095 94, 0, 0.400 548 046 476 510 093, 0, 10¡8
-0.599 451 953 523 489 907)
1 (4, 5, 5, 8, 18) 0.060 (0.992 447 980 614 274 331e-2, 0, 5.795 427 756 356 270 89, 10¡10
0, 4.795 427 756 356 270 89)
1 (9, 1, 9, 7, 13) 0.050 (0.149 307 358 614 164 427e-1, 0, 4.724 966 855 777 595 39, 10¡10
0, 3.724 966 855 777 595 39)
1 (5, 4, 1, 6, 19) 0.030 (2.962 088 558 156 202 30, 0, 0.335 459 699 305 508 224, 0, 10¡10
-0.664 540 300 694 491 776)
2 (4, 9, 0, 9, 4) 3.190 (0.701 275 929 465 234 487e-1, 7.129 861 142 978 042 96, 10¡9
0.236 958 146 292 296 030, 8.129 791 378 957 327 77,
0.225 146 153 440 612 915)
2 (6, 7, 6, 0, 8) 1.745 (7.193 740 464 180 567 70, 0.695 048 705 870 923 488e-1, 10¡10
6.499 362 904 851 242 20, 0.684 079 324 292 200 149e-1,
7.499 362 303 214 628 62)
2 (9, 7, 0, 0, 6) 1.661 (7.174 290 244 451 289 08, 0.696 933 052 557 649 176e-1, 10¡10
2.318 442 395 975 509 38, 0.610 497 789 290 637 546e-1,
3.318 405 040 004 095 13)
2 (1, 7, 0, 8, 4) 2.631 (0.768 217 672 554 079 082e-1, 6.508 571 956 400 780 59, 10¡9
0.281 702 414 953 912 273, 7.508 404 757 169 706 75,
0.263 416 610 598 430 178)
4.2. finding the solutions of an overdetermined system
Given an overdetermined system F : R3 ! R4 deflned by
F =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
27y5 + 9y4x¡ y4 + z ¡ 11xz ¡ 2xy2 ¡ 21yz + 6y3 + 18x2z;
¡z + 3x2y ¡ y2 + x3;
¡z + y4 + 2xz + 2xy2 ¡ 6yz + 18x2y2 ¡ 6y3;
1467y6 ¡ 216y5 ¡ 216y3x+ 326y4 + 1944x2yz + 18y2xz
¡54y3z ¡ 2z + 22xz + 4xy2 + 150yz ¡ 12y3 + 126x2z
¡216xyz ¡ 1467y2z ¡ 324z2:
This is the intersection of four surfaces deflned by the above system of trivariate
polynomials. The intersection is an algebraic set of dimension one, i.e. a space algebraic
curve. Our goal is to approximate and visualize the intersection using the tracing method.
In order to trace the intersection, one needs to flnd a real point on each irreducible
components of the intersection as the starting points.
Since the system is irregular, we flrst regularize the system, obtaining a singleton set
of regular systems
F1 :=
‰
y4 ¡ 3x2y + y2 ¡ x3 + 2x4;
z ¡ 3x2y + y2 ¡ x3:
The regularization step costs 0.020 s. We then iteratively compute a real solution by
using Algorithm 3.1. Indeed, we are able to flnd as many solutions as we want up to a
specifled accuracy in an arithmetic manner.
Table 2 shows some solutions of the system of equations F . Note that by using hybrid
symbolic{numerical tools, we can obtain solutions with arbitrary precision.
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Table 2. Example 4.2.
Starting point Timing Approximate solution Accuracy
(s)
(0, 8, 14) 0.380 (0, 0, 0) 10¡8
(9, 14, 3) 0.500 (1.006 859 028 752 056 711 5, 1.002 210 507 932 992 157 3, 10¡8
3.064 310 764 314 118 071 5)
(9, 14, 3) 0.500 (1.006 859 028 752 056 711 5, 1.002 210 507 932 992 157 3, 10¡8
3.064 310 764 314 118 071 5)
(753+822 i, 3.660 (7.299 493 897 417 265 122 2-.143 924 667 119 302 669 63 i, 10¡8
92+1257 i, 6.143 322 737 931 530 756 6+5.367 700 094 347 976 412 0 i,
1395+730 i) 1395.004 439 980 269 826 0+730.003 363 330 835 014 24 i)
5. Conclusion
We presented a method for iteratively flnding a real solution of an arbitrary system
of nonlinear algebraic equations, where the system can be overdetermined or underde-
termined and its Jacobian matrix can be of any (positive) rank.
The method is a hybrid symbolic-numerical method, in that we utilize some extended
procedures from classical computer algebra together with ideas and algorithmic tech-
niques from numerical computation, namely Newton’s method and pseudoinverse matri-
ces. First, the symbolic techniques are used to transform an arbitrary system of algebraic
equations into a set of regular systems. Newton-like numerical techniques are then used
to flnd a real solution for each regular system obtained from the symbolic part of the
method.
The method has a wide range of applicability. It is especially useful for applications in
which we need to flnd some particular solutions from a nonzero-dimensional manifold of
real solutions of a system of equations, i.e. the system has inflnitely many solutions.
We found some mild conditions for the asymptotic convergence of the numerical part
of our method. We proved that the asymptotic convergence of the new method is still
quadratic while the robustness of the numerical part can be enhanced by techniques like
damping as in the regular case.
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